Classical Indian Dance Forms

June 2018

Indian classical dance, or Shastriya Nritya, is an umbrella term for various performance arts rooted in
religious Hindu musical theatre styles, whose theory and practice can be traced to the Sanskrit text
NatyaShastra.
The Natya Shastra is the foundational treatise for classical dances of India, and this text is attributed to the
ancient scholar Bharata Muni.
The text Natya Shastra describes the theory of Tandav dance(Shiva), the theory of Rasa, Bhava, expression,
gestures, acting techniques, basic steps, standing postures- all of which are a part of Indian Classical Dances.
This ancient text states that dance and performance arts are a form of expression of spiritual ideas, virtues
and the essence of scriptures.
While the Natya Shastra is the revered ancient text in the Hindu tradition, there are numerous other ancient
and medieval Sanskrit dance-drama related texts that further discuss and expand on the classical repertoire
of performance arts, such as the Abhinaya Darpana, Abhinaba Bharati, Natya Darpana, Bhava Prakasa and
many others.
The Rasanubhuti is the ultimate aim of these dance forms. Natya Shastra speaks of Eight Rasas. They are as
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Shringar: Love
Hasya: Humorous
Karuna: Sorrow
Raudra: Anger

5. Veer: Heroism
6. Bhayanak: Fear
7. Bibhats: Disgust
8. Adbhoot: Wonder

As time passed, artists improvised many classical dances which resulted in the present day forms. Today,
Indian classical dances are very popular all over the world. These dances are being performed inside
temples, as dance festivals in archaeological sites, or even on stage in large public theatres.

BHARATNATYAM (Tamil Nadu)

July 2018

Bharatnatyam is a major genre of Indian classical dance that originated in Tamil Nadu. Traditionally, it has
been a solo dance that was performed exclusively by women and it expressed South Indian religious
themes and spiritual ideas.
Bharatanatyam may be the oldest classical dance tradition of India, whose theoretical foundations trace to
the ancient Sanskrit text by Bharata Muni, Natya Shastra, its existence by 2nd century CE is noted in the
ancient Tamil epic Silappatikaram, while temple sculptures of 6th to 9th century CE suggest it was a well
refined performance art by mid 1st millennium CE.
The word meaning of Bharatnatyam
*Bha: Bhava which means emotions
*Ta: Taal meaning the Rhythm.

* Ra: Rag meaning musical notes.
* Natyam: The Sanskrit word for Drama.

A dance that encompasses Bhav, Raag, Raas and Taal is 'Bharatanatyam'. Also called as 'Sadir', it was
conventionally performed by Devadasis (girls offered to God in the temple) in Hindu Temples of South
India.
The music and instruments used for the Bharatanatyam
·
* Carnatic Style, Vocalists.
·
* Verses are usually in Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Sanskrit.
·
* Mridangam, Nadaswaram, Nattuvangam, Flute, Violin and Veena etc.
The makeup used for Bharatanatyam
·
* Immense and charismatic makeup(hair as a single been is tied just before the plaits)
*The eye-catching costume (bright coloured saree – today the costume comes in pieces that are
worn simply, for men- Dhoti)
* Glowing ornaments.
The revival of Bharatanatyam from ancient to modern day platform
* Rukmini Devi Arundale created a Renaissance.
*Rukmini Devi founded the Kalakshetra in Adyar and thus gave a new hope to the promotion of
this Dance form.
The famous Bharatanatyam dancers are Yamini Krishnamurthy, Meenakshi Sundaram Pillai, Saroja
Vaidyanathan, Janaki Rangarajan.

KATHAK (Norther& Western India)

August 2018

The term Kathak is derived from the Vedic Sanskrit word Katha which means "story", and Kathaka which
means "the one who tells a story", or "to do with stories". Wandering Kathakars communicated stories from
great epics and ancient mythology through dance,songs and music in a manner similar to Greek theater.
Also known as 'Natwari Nrutya', Kathak is one of the most charming dance forms of India. The themes of
Kathak revolve around stories of Ramayan, Mahabharat, and Krishna. Apart from this, Kathak
encompasses presentations on manifold subjects. Raslila of Braj is quite akin to Kathak. A Solo Dance form
but group compositions on themes with perfect synchronization steals the heart.
NawabWajidali Shah was a great artist and extensively promoted Kathak. The king of Raigarh Raja
Chandradhar Singh who was a Kathak dancer established the RaigarhGharana of Kathak.
The specialities of Kathak
*Kathak is world famous for its spectacular footwork, amazing spins, Nazakat and
Padhant (Chanting of bols, toda, tukdas by dancer himself and then performing).
*It creates a nexus between the dancer and audience.
*The heavy ghunghroos are worn by the Dancers – 100/200/250 bellson one leg.
*There is a wide variety of sounds hidden in these ghunghroos like running train, heavy rains, sound of
horse riding,(Ghodekichaal) and much more. This adds more beauty to the performance.
The four main Gharanas, or schools of kathak dance
*These are the Jaipur, Lucknow, Raigarh and the Benares gharanas.
*These schools are named according to the geographical area in which they developed.
*Each school or Gharana has a slight difference in interpretation and repertoire and can
be recognised from their presentations.
Some major names in Kathak are – Achhan Maharaj, Shambhu Maharaj, Gopi Krishna, Pandit Birju Maharaj,
Pandit Rajendra Ganaganiji, Sitara Devi and many more artists, who gave their priceless contribution in
Kathak .
Costumes and Make up
There are two types of Hindu costumes for female dancers. While the first
one includes a sari worn in a unique fashion complimented with a choli or
blouse that covers the upper body and a scarf or urhni worn in some places,
the other costume includes a long embroidered skirt with a contrasting choli
and a transparent urhni. Hindu male Kathak dancers usually wear a silk dhoti
with a silk scarf tied on the upper part of the body which usually remain bare
or may be covered by a loose jacket. Jewellery of male dancers is quite simple
compared to their female counterparts and is usually made of stone.

KATHAKALI (Kerala)

September 2018

Kathakali is a "story play" genre of art or 'dance drama'.Kathakali dancer is distinguished by the elaborately
colorful make-up, costumes and facemasks that the traditionally male actor-dancers wear.
Like all classical dance arts of India, Kathakali synthesizes music, vocal performers, choreography, hand
and facial gestures together to express ideas. However, Kathakali differs in that it also incorporates
movements from ancient Indian martial arts and athletic traditions of South India.
Unlike other classical dances, Kathakali art form developed in the courts and theaters of Hindu
principalities. The traditional performances used to be very long, from dusk to dawn. Modern day
presentations are short as per the time limit of the program. Kathakali is also famous for its huge elaborate
costumes, amazing make-up style, face masks, and ornaments.
Costumes and Makeup
There are numerous kinds of costumes in 'Kathakali' Dance. These are: 'Sathwika' (the hero), 'Kathi' (the
villain), 'Minukku' (females) and 'Thatti'. These essential divisions are subdivided in a way which is very
famous to 'Malayali'(Keralite) audiences. Each character is right away recognisable by their characteristic
makeup and costume. The 'Sathwika' characters or the hero put on diverse attires as compared to the evil
characters. The 'Pachcha' characters generally dress in a jacket of purple, blue or yellow colour. The redbeards wear a red jacket and the white-beards wear a white jacket.
The lower half of the costume of 'Kathakali' dancer is general including the 'minukku' characters. An effort
is made to broaden the actor's parts by using greatly plaited skirts.
Kathakali make up is an elaborate process lasting for 3 hours. It helps in giving a super human look to the
actors. The make up of the male character other than the saint,istedious.All the colours used in the makeup are obtained from natural substances and herbs.
The main themes used in Kathakali
* Mythological themes include Ramayan, Mahabharat, BhagvatPurana, etc.
* Also modern day Kathakali dancers present stories and plays of Shakespeare.
The famous artists of Kathakali
* Kalamandalam Krishna Prasad.
* KalamandalamKesavanNamboodiri.
* KalamandalamGopi etc.

KUCHIPUDI (Andhra Pradesh & Telangana)

October 2018

Kuchipudi originatedaround 3rd century BCE, in a village named Kuchipudi in the Krishna District of the
Indian state of Andhra Pradesh
Kuchipudi developed as a religious art linked to traveling bards, temples and spiritual beliefs, like all major
classical dances of India.
Kuchipudi largely developed as a Hindu god Krishna- Oriented Vaishnavism tradition, and it is most
closely related to Bhagavata Mela performance art found in Tamil Nadu.
Kuchipudi gradually developed as a solo dance form and today we can see both male and female
performing it. Kuchipudi are themes related to Vaishnavism, Lord Krishna, Rukmini, Satyabhama and
other myths.
The costume and makeup of Kuchipudi
* The makeup is similar to that of Bharatnatnatyam, except that there are two buns with the
hair.
* A dancer in a female role would wear a Saree with light makeup.
* The traditional Kuchipudi was performed by all males and their attire was quite simple
'Angivastra' also known as Bagalbandiand a Dhoti.
Make-up includes items like altha, sindur, kumkum, bindi, black eye liner, eye shadow, facial powder with
the colors being lighter than the character's skin color.
The music and instruments used for the Kuchipudi dance
* Based on Carnatic music the language is usually Telugu.
* Mridangam, cymbals, veena, flute and tambura.
The famous dancers in Kuchipudi
* Raja-Radha Reddy
* Yamini Reddy
* Vaijayanti Kashi
* Uma Rama Rao

ODISSI (Odisha)

November 2018

The long established dance form in the serene surroundings of Shri Jagannath Temple in Odisha is famous
as 'Odissi'.
In ancient days Odissi form filled with Bhakti raas was a part of worship to God at Jagannath temples. Thus
we find many sculptures in dance position inside the temple.It has a combination of Lasya and Tandav.
Graceful and mesmerizing, it appears like waves of the ocean.Odissi is famous for its presentation on poet
Jayadev's fabulous work.
Odissi is traditionally a dance-drama genre of performance art, where the artist(s) and musicians play out a
mythical story, a spiritual message or devotional poem from the Hindu texts, using symbolic costumes,
body movement, abhinaya (expressions) and mudras (gestures and sign language) set out in ancient
Sanskrit literature.
An Odissi performance repertoire typically includes
* Invocation,
* Nritta (pure dance),
* Nritya (expressive dance),
* Natya (dance drama) and
* Moksha (dance climax connoting freedom of the soul and spiritual release)
Two styles of traditional Odissi
1.
Maharis (Devadasis or Temple Girls)

2.Gotipua ( Performed by Boys)

Costume and Makeup
In this costume, the blouse is made from sari material as is the cloth draping the front of the dancer. Various
artistes have incorporated several variations on the length or angle of the front fan in design, but the main
distinction is a vertically draped front or the knee-to-knee fanned out cloth. The woven sari used for a
costume can be from any of the many wonderful traditional styles of the state, especially Sambhalpur,
Berhampur and Cuttack.
The make-up developed over the last half a century emphasizes classical images of feminine beauty. The
eyebrows should arch, and even curve up at the ends, to resemble the bow from which the “GOD OF
LOVE” shoots his arrows. The eyes are outlined with black kajal (kohl) extended far beyond the corners of
the eye to resemble a fish with a tail. The red bindi of kumkum on the forehead is surrounded by white
painted designs, representing the sun and moon, or a flower.
The revival of Odissi dance forms
* Kelucharan Mahapatra, GangadharPradhan, PankajCharan Das etc.revived
this dance form in the late forties and early fifties.
* Recently, the Odissi has been included in the syllabus of IIT Bhubaneshwar's
B.Tech syllabus since 2015. It became the first national technical institute to
introduce any Indian Classical Dance form in their syllabus.

SATTRIYA (Assam)

December 2018

Sattriya is the traditional dance –drama of Assam.
One act plays of Sattriya are called Ankiya Nat, which combine the aesthetic and the religious through a
ballad, dance and drama. The themes played relate to Krishna and Radha, sometimes other Vishnu
avatars such as Rama and Sita.
The themes and styles used in Sattriya
* The themes performed are mostly on Radha-Krishna and other myths.
* Dramas written by Sankardev are presented.
* Sattriya performance integrate two styles:
* Masculine (PaurashikBhangi — energetic and with jumps) and
* Feminine (StriBhangi—Lasya or delicate).
* Both male and female perform this beautiful, expressive dance openly on the modern
platform.
Costumes and Makeup
* Male—Dhoti, chadar, paguri (turban).
·* Female—Ghuri, chadar, Kanchi (waist cloth) made up of materials manufactured in Assam.
·* The play and Character specific costumes are also seen in Sattriya.
·* Masks are used for special characters (like demons) sometimes.
·* Traditional Assamese jewelry is employed.
A large red bindi on the forehead, dark kohled eyes stretched to form dramatic looking eyes, red or coral
colored lips and flowers to adorn the hair are some of the basic embellishments used in addition to the
rich looking Assamese Silk sarees worn by the dancers.
The music and instruments used for Sattriya
* Borgeet of Sankardev and Madhavdev.
* Cymbals- Manjira Bhortal.

* Khol (two faced asymmetrical drum).
* Flute, Violin, Harmonium etc.

The famous Artists of Sattriya
Guru Indira P.P Bora, Late Pradip Chaliha, Jatin Goswami, Anita Sarma etc.
The Revival of Sattriya Dance
After the second half of the 20th Century this dance became popular beyond the Assam's Monasteries to
the modern day stage. Today Sattriya performances are a part of major dance festivals in India and
abroad.

MANIPURI (Manipur)

January 2019

The Manipuri dance form named after its region of origin, 'Manipur' is also known as 'Jogai'. It was
traditionally performed as a dance – drama on devotional songs.
The beautifully soft and graceful dance form, Manipuri has significant movements of hands and upper
body. A curvy body structure with a pleasant smile, decorative, shiny costumes, and ornaments, Manipuri
is indeed a mesmerizing dance form.
The themes used in Manipuri dance forms
* Mostly influenced by Hindu Vaishnavism themes.
* It also includes themes related to Shaivism and Shaktism and regional deities.
* Tandav Manipuri depicts themes of Shiv, Shakti or Krishna as warrior.
* Lasya theme includes Love inspired stories of Radha-Krishna.
The Manipuri Raslila: Three styles
1. Tal Rasak: It is accompanied by clapping.
2. DandaRasak: The synchronous beat of two sticks where dancers position creates geometric
patterns.
3. MandalRasak: The Gopis make a circle while Krishna attains the center.
Different types of Manipuri Dance Styles
* Raas.
* PungCholam.
* KartalCholam.

* Nata-Sankirtan.
* DholaCholam.
* Thang ta ( a Martial art of Manipuri)

Costumes and Makeup
The classical Manipuri dance features unique costumes. The women characters are dressed like a Manipuri
bride, in Potloicostumes of which the most notable is the Kumil. A Kumil is an elaborately decorated barrel
shaped long skirt stiffened at the bottom and close to the top. The decorations on the barrel include gold
and silver embroidery, small pieces of mirrors, and border prints of lotus, Kwaklei orchid, and other items in
nature.
The male characters dress in a dhoti (also called dhotra or dhora) – a brilliantly colored broadcloth pleated,
wrapped and tied at waist and allowing complete freedom of movement for the legs. The Krishna
character wears a peacock feather containing crown, with a feathery attachment at the back.
Manipuri dancers - Guru Bipin Sinha, Nirmala Mehta, Savita Mehta, Yumlembam Gambhini Devi,
Darshana Jhaveri and many others.

MOHINIYATTAM (Kerala)

February 2019

Mohiniyattam, also spelled Mohiniattam, is another graceful Classical Dance of Kerala. Mohiniattam is a
Lasya inspired dance with soft, calm and gentle movements, characterized as Feminine and usually
performed by women.
The word 'Mohini' is related to the charming women avatar of Lord Vishnu – to end the evil powers.
Mohiniattam also connotes, beautiful dancing women and is mesmerizing.
The repertoire of Mohiniyattam includes music in the Carnatic style, singing and acting a play through the
dance, where the recitation may be either by a separate vocalist or the dancer herself. The song is typically
in Malayalam-Sanskrit hybrid called Manipravala.
Costumes
The costume is always white or cream white comprising a sari with gold border and a matching blouse.
The other adornments include various ornaments and ankle bells and a spray of jasmine flowers in the hair
tied into a bun behind the head.
The special feature of the Mohiniyattam is a hair bun on the left side of the head, which is tied with jasmine
blossoms. The face, eyes and eyebrows have a heavy makeup in order to emphasize the facial expressions.
The sequence of Mohiniyattam
1. Invocation.
3. Varnam.
5. Shabdam
7. Tillana.

2. Jatiswaram.
4. Shlokam.
6. Padam.

Mukundraj, Krishna Panicker, Thankamony as well as Guru and Dancer KalamandalamKalyanikuttyAmma
gave their heroic contribution in reviving the traditional art form.

CHHAU (Eastern Indian states of Odisha, Jharkhand and West Bengal)

March 2019

The Chhau is a blend of folk, tribal and martial arts. 'Chhau' – is derived from the Sanskrit word 'Chaaya',
meaning shadow, image or mask.
Traditionally performed by Males – Male troupes, the Chhau has three different types originating from
three different regions. Every type has its own unique feature, pattern, and style of performing and
ornamentation as well. The themes include - Vaishnavism, Shaivism, Shaktism.
Types of Chhau Dances
* Seraikella Chhau – from Kharsawan District of Jharkhand.Seraikela also has three types:1) Representing
Human or mythological characters 2)Represents animals and birds 3) Represents ideas and seasons like
Basanta.
* Mayurbhanj Chhau – from the Mayurbhanj District of Odisha. It encompasses tribal, martial, folk art,
local art forms and even classical and traditional art forms. No mask is used.
* Purulia Chhau – from the Purulia District of West Bengal.PuruliaChhau has only one message –
TheTriumph of Good over Evil. It has movements that are stylized, acrobatic and with amazing spins.
Costumes and Makeup
* Bright colored costumes.
* Huge ornamental headgears.
* Masks depending upon the type of Chhau and the role played in the story.
To synchronize with the dance mode, costumes and masks are made exotic and colorful.
To make a mask, a clay model is first created which is covered with powdered ash and left to dry up in the
sun. Acting as the foundation for the mask, when totally dried, the clay model is coated with layers of old
and moist (due to gum) newspaper. A thin layer of fine clay is then applied on it, followed by a layer of old
torn cloth. After baking in the sun, the mask is polished and with the help of a spatula, the eye, nose and
facial lines are drawn. For hardening and smoothing, a mixture of water, clay and zinc oxide is applied to
the mask.
The revival, recognition and recent developments of Chhau
In 2010, Chhau was listed in the UNESCO'S Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Humanity.

YAKSHAGANA (Tulunadu + Melanadu regions of Kerala and Karnataka)

April 2019

Yakshagana is a traditional theatre form that combines dance, music, dialogue, costume, make-up, and
stage techniques with a unique style and form. This theatre style is traditionally presented from dusk to
dawn. Its stories are drawn from Ramayana, Mahabharata, Bhagavata and other epics from both Hindu
and Jain traditions.
A performance usually depicts a story from the "Kavya" (epic poems) and the "Puranas" (ancient Hindu
texts). It consists of a story teller (the Bhagavatha) who narrates the story by singing (which includes
prepared character dialogues) as the actors dance to the music, portraying elements of the story as it is
being narrated. All components of Yakshgana- including the music, the dance, and the dialogue – are
improvised. Depending on the ability and scholarship of the actors, there will be variations in dances as
well as amount of dialogue.
Yakshagana has become popular in Bengaluru in recent years, particularly in the rainy season, when
there are few other forms of entertainment possible in the coastal districts.
Costume and Makeup
Costumes and make-up of Yakshagana form an essential part of the folk theatre of Karnataka. Yaksagana
artist is himself an adept in make-up and costume; he can use these elements expertly so as to bring out
the innate character of the role he is portraying. The leading role of the performance is called
BannadaVesha or, literally, the character in colour. The name is a worthy compliment to the imposing
make-up and gorgeous costumes of the role. The artist playing the BannadaVesha spends in the normal
course, four to five busy hours in making up and getting into his imposing garb. Make-up is a specialized
art with Yakshagana and Kathakali and is the mainstay in recreating the atmosphere in which the
Superman revelled. It is the imposing make-up and costumes that recreate the Superman on the stage and
drive the audience into a dreamland.

